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Top 100 parkland golf courses ireland

During the nineteenth century the Republic of Ireland, or Éire, was part of the United Kingdom and reports state that British troops brought wave to the Emerald Island in the 1850s. The oldest golf course in the Republic of Ireland is on the moors of the Curragh in County Kildare and there are records of a match being
played there in 1852. The Curragh Golf Club (now Royal Curragh Golf Club after the club finally decided in 2013 to use the royal title awarded in 1910) was founded in 1858, twenty-three years before the founding of Royal Belfast (1881) and twenty-seven years before the founding of Royal Dublin (1885). Golf in Ireland
may be dating back to the nineteenth century, but records are scarce. However, there is no doubt whatsoever that Ireland boasts many of the best golf courses in the world and is rightly one of the main golf destinations thanks to well-known names such as Ballybunion, Lahinch and Portmarnock.We created an inaugural
Ireland Top 100 in 2006 and so far no other publication has compiled a Top 100 for Éire, although a number of golf magazines have produced Top 100 lists for the Republic and Northern Ireland combined. We updated the Republic of Ireland's Top 100 in November 2019. Full details are here: Top 100 Golf Courses of
Ireland Page 2 Average Reviewers Score: Description: The Island Golf Club is a no-nonsense golf course. There is nothing manicured and it is all very harmonious and in harmony with the surroundings. Written by: Top100 Aggregated Rating: 8.6 out of 10 Reviews: 33 Patrick Desmond The Island: Fresh off the
makeover in early 2020 by renowned architects Mackenzie &amp; Ebert the Island has up a notch from the well-placed ranking #8 in Ireland with a nice mix of holes in front instead of the older format viz., eight four pars in a row! The opening hole is located in beautiful high dunes, so this sets the tone for the astute player
to decide on their strategy over the entire course. The course starts at a relatively nice pace over soft terrain before getting into momentum and excitement with a large mix of short and long holes. The new design now has a wide variety with different configurations, hazard placements, green shapes and green contours.
The new third is a par five followed by the fourth a par three which is a treat 'stamp' size with great views over the Irish Sea, but longer than 7th at Pebble beach which takes you nicely through more dunes to the new layout holes. There are a number of large golf holes on 5th, 8th and 9th to replace the short blind holes
that remained for the very welcome new routing with the '2020 vision' of Ebert. One sensational hole follows another. Your pleasure of the new front nine where you will put you in good spirits for the coming challenge of the back. The 10th starts with the 'road hole' hole is reminiscent of the 17th at St Andrews who invites
the player to cut the corner on the right to shorten the gap. Players need to play good golf to score well, especially on the 12th, 13th and 14th of the most memorable/diabolical trio of holes on the back. The 13th is no different than the par three Calamity in Portrush at 220 meters with problems on the right. The 14th
fairway looks very narrow, but it's a short par four so bravely take out your driver and rip it -- you get your reward -- if you take it off! The 15th is a beautiful par five - aim for the white disc far into the distance and wind your way down through some of the most spectacular remote dunes anywhere. The island is now
masterpiece both technically and visually, especially if you are a fan of duneland. It's an almost perfect case study of how to use the country's natural lie to frame holes rather than rely on vast fairway bunkers. The holes represent a variety of risks and rewards and equally test length, accuracy and finesse. Players will
finish on the big par four, index one, where you can see in the distance the flag 460 meters away from the raised tee. If you've played it before and liked the old layout, you'll love the five new holes in front. You will long to go around again to see if you improve... Expect the ranking of #8 in Ireland and #51 in UK &amp; Ir.
will be revised upwards soon. 9/10. pd Joseph Fafinski No golf excursion to the Dublin area is complete without a trip to The Island Club. While visiting the Emerald Isle last year, I had time for one last round to sneak in before catching my flight in the morning back to the United States. I jumped on online forums and
asked people at various stops - and back home, as my dad recommended the track - on the trip where I should bring my sticks for the last time. I gave a radius of 50 kilometers to record all the best links of the Dublin area. The overwhelming answer I got: The Island Club.The round was like something out of an Ireland
golf fantasy: at me on the front nine were two members north of 70, who explained to me the history and importance of the course on a local scale. Said one of the elders: I'd rather play here every day than Portmarnock. Sporting small fairways, the course itself is tighter than most links, and there are elevation differences
galore. Interestingly enough, the first eight holes are all par fours, but the routing never grows tiring and no two holes look the same. The fifth, a blind, downhill tee ball, is more forgiving than it looks. The two members noted to me that if you try to ride the green on the eighth hole, make sure you get in are to fly the fescue
which sits about 50 feet shy of the green. The back nine, a more traditional routing with two par threes and fives, is also no slouch. The three-hole stretch that starts on the 13th is one of the I've seen it on a golf course once. The 13th is a long par three with a carry over the beach that surrounds the majority of the
property is a mammoth test as views of the west captivate your eyes. The 14th is perhaps the hole the Island Club is best known for, with the skinniest fairway you'll ever see on a par four. I didn't play Portmarnock, and I chose not to tee it up at European Club or the K Club either. I never regretted my decision to fore
away from these three, as The Island Club provided a unique and special Irish golf experience. Each hole is distinctive, and you'll be hard pressed to find a more affordable value. It's a must play in the area. This review is now fiction as the 8 hole was unearthed on May 13, 2020 as did most of the eight par 4's in a row.
Members who tell you that they less prefer Portmarnock to suffer from 'my beautiful child syndrome'.pd M. James Ward One of the main lessons I got came from some Irish insiders who advised me a round on the island would be one I would never forget. I've heard such talk over the years during my worldwide outings
and usually I just acknowledge the insights and go about my cheerful ways. The island turned out to be even bigger than the promotions I got. The respective holes are bandied about by others and my verbal inclusions probably won't add much. The constant adjustments are front and center during play. You also have a
routing which makes you never too comfortable. As others have said - The island is always quick to apply some severe pain for the wayward. If in doubt if someone's driver misbehaves - be resolute and select a club can find the shortgrass. What fascinated me is that at the beginning you face eight consecutive par-4s
and how each differs in terms of the challenge offered and the routing that each takes. One can bicker and quote the fact three of the outgoing par-4s left in the drive zone, but I dare say that's really persnickety. I am a big proponent of courses that call on players to get the ball as the round warrants. The island is quite
fussy in this respect and that requirement is what elevates the experience in terms of identifying the talented of the less. The inside half is perfect mixture - you have chances to score with the par-5 10th leading the way. Unlike so many par-5s you'd best realize no birdies are likely without the execution to back it up.
Always be aware of losing a second shot a little too far right! The par-3 13th is clearly brilliant and has been highlighted, rightly, many times. It's great to see a long par-3 testing skills with the longest of clubs a target that repels sloppy execution in the same way superman does with bullets. The 13th has the goods to be
front and center as a member of an all-star grouping of holes on The Emerald Isle.My main disappointment lies with the the talked about short par-4 14th. I just don't see the merits in having a footpath as a fairway. How much better would the hole be with a wider fairway that gradually tapers down the more one tries to
propel the tee shot down the fairway. The green site is every good and I see the overly narrow fairway as a contrivance -- no doubt, it's a contentious issue with advocates on both sides. The 14th is more of a talking point for the 19th hole and almost a distraction from the sum total of what The Island really offers. The last
quartet of holes is exceptional, as a number of others have stated. Each is a rigorous test and only the most determined players show tenacity of the highest order will succeed. I read a comment made by a previous reviewer about how playability is more present with County Louth than The Island. I cannot disagree with
that striking point. The problem becomes one of balancing playability and challenge. The island is a link with teeth -- County Louth more on the side of subtle architecture. Neither is wrong on what each wants to do. The island puts a rightful onus on your tee game. You have temptations throughout the round to use the
big stick, but it takes enough agility to reap the rewards in doing so. The island is also one of those few courses where intrinsic beauty fits so well with the architectural dimensions. Throughout Ireland, there are few courses merging such a wonderful intersection of both elements. The firmness of the turf and the overall
routing keeps the wave at a high level. You'll enjoy the well-played shots you'll get, but even if you fall short - you're eagerly awaiting the next chance to see if your game has what it takes. Architecture aside -- the location also makes sense because in Malahide you are so close to all the action -- the restaurants, hotels,
scenery -- you name it. That is -- if you pull yourself away from what the island clearly offers on the golf front. Given my numerous visits to Ireland over the years, the island is one of the Emerald Isle's top ten and an excellent candidate for top five membership. Exalted without a doubt - but the island clearly stands out.
No golf visit to the Dublin area is complete without a rendezvous there.M. James Ward Note: my assessment is based on the layout that existed before the work that began in October 2019 following plans by mackenzie &amp; ebert's architectural firm. Among the highlights are a new par-3 4th - played from a raised tee
with the sea behind. The hole uses a greensite added as a 19th hole a few years back. This created a new back tee and straightening the 4th turning the short dog-leg left par-4 into a more demanding 467-yard hole played in the prevailing wind. The plan also foresees a dramatic improvement, including the elimination of
the short par-4 8th and 9th holes. Those two holes are now combined to a long par-4. In addition, the previous 7th green has been moved so that the hole now plays like a light dog-leg right. The new island will feature these inclusions for the 2020 season and getting comments from those sampling the finished efforts will
be of immense importance given the significant status of the course. David O Sullivan Wonderful true links with charm &amp; character! Always rise on top rankings! Ed Battye Despite playing over similarly rugged terrain, no hole feels the same even remotely and this is his greatest asset; 18 individual and exceptional
holes where the offer of golf is excellent. Despite being on three sides next to Donabate Estuary and bounded by water, we don't get to see much of the sea from the connections, but the view of Malahide - from where golfers used to sail - is an exciting horizon for long periods of the round with planes taking off and
landing regularly at Dublin's nearby airport. There's no denying that if you're offline you'll be punished on the island with either a lie that requires a hack-out, or a lost ball in the mighty sand hills, but there's just about enough width to get away with it, although the criminal nature of the course counts as a slight black spot
against it. Tough but honestly would make a description the Club may feel was correct. However, playing Baltray on the same day it was noticeable how much more playable County Louth was and all the better for it. Overall there is very little to hate on the island and so much to love. There are a few holes where there
are some clear gathering points on the fairway, dotted with divots, but that goes with the territory on courses with such rumbling terrain. And there's no denying that it's a tough course, but there's just so much to admire that these little points are easily forgotten. Green-fees start from about the €150 mark which is a lot of
money for a game of golf and there are few golf courses I would ever advise anyone to pay this amount for hitting a small white ball over some gritty ground, but I think you're good value on The Island.Ed is the founder of Golf Empire – click on the link to read his full review. Mark White The first time I played The Island,
both of our groups walked off the course with three holes (7-9) to play because of slow play, which put us on pace for a round of 5 1/2 hours. We were at 4:45 when we ran away. To our surprise, the offending people were Irish. I don't know if they were members or locals as they came in as we had some drinks and
snacks. The experience was so disappointing that I wasn't sure I'd be back Go. Based on this experience and on a few other golf courses in Ireland, it served as a confirmation in my mind at that time that golf in Ireland and Northern Ireland was for golfers who wanted to spend a one at the club. Who can blame them? But
what I saw from the course on those 15 holes was mesmerizing. I didn't expect to find huge hills and dunes. It's a course that seemingly built on prior hole with the next hole being a superior hole, I couldn't prove that to be the case because I had skipped three holes, but what I saw was so compelling that I knew I wanted
to return. I went back on a day when a top professional was playing the course as part of his preparation for The Open. After politely asking him a 45 minute gap before we teed off (just 15 minutes behind our scheduled time), our two groups set out. Although there were about eight or nine people in his entourage, we only
saw them once on the golf course and our two groups played in 3:40.I had a chance to get to know myself again with The Island, except for those three holes. The two times I've played it, I've started on the back nine, which for me is often not that big of a deal. I really like The Island. On my personal list of golf courses
I've played, it's just outside my top 100. I love the uniqueness of it, the whimsy, the beautiful smooth greens, the routing, the green complexes and the defense. I love the visual look of it with the rolling naturalness of it, the higher dunes that look more like small hills, fall offs and valleys, and of course the view back to
Malahide. This is a golf course that I believe is under appreciated. Perhaps the complaints one can make regarding the wave is the lack of more strategic bunkers, many of the bunkers are not deep enough, and there is a similarity of holes on yardage and bend on the front nine. But as said, I really like the holes seem
better and better when you play through a round. I also love how the seemingly easier holes entice you might try some photos you really don't try matters almost always results in adding an extra shot instead of saving one. Once in trouble, there is a lot of fun on this golf course in an attempt to figure out how to resolve
the situation if not embarrass yourself. As they say, sometimes there are good bogies. I also feel very much like the island to the golf course. It can feel pretty alone here, even if one often hears sounds around you, whether it's birds, boats or sounds from across the Bay of Malahide. From the courses near Dublin, I tell
everyone to play Portmarnock Championship, followed by County Louth and then The Island. I rate the island higher than County Louth but I recommend County Louth because almost all of the Americans I talk to have now heard of the island. As for slow play, I follow up with them after they've played The Island, they tell
me its sometimes slow but not agonizingly slow as the first time I played. This course is as natural as Ballybunion Old and Lahinch Old. It really offers everything, like greens, sunken greens, shots along the water, photos in the dunes, photos to flat greens, twists, undulating fairways, valleys and fantastic greens. Like I
said, I don't believe it's a really weak hole for anyone who's a mid-length hitter and plays from a 5 to a 25. The back tees are now above 7100 meters, so even the longer hitter and scratch player is going to find a challenge here. The first hole sets a beautiful off in a wide fairway on this straight hole with a narrowing
fairway arriving at a green meeting between the dunes on this mid-length par 4. The greenery is very good as it is raised and slopes slightly back forward. Bushes surround the green ones, but are a little back. The green has a smooth putting surface. It is a good indication of the quality of the greens to follow. There are
no bunkers on this hole and there should probably be a few in the fairway, as well as in the green. It's a visually very nice golf hole and probably one of the best start holes in the UK and Ireland.The second is a slight dogleg left to a seriously sloping green as a shorter par 4. Three bunkers guard the front of the green and
catch a lot of balls that are hit short. I love the narrowness of the hole, the large dunes on the right, smaller dunes on the left and the rumpling of the fairway as you go near the green with small and large swales. I especially like the green complex with the two deep bunkers on the right and one left, but with added grass
bunkers and fall offs around the green it leads your ball into pretty deep swales. This is a good golf hole. The third hole is a very long par 4 at over 500 meters. One tends to swing hard to get the ball as close to the green as possible, but tall grass and water awaits along the right side, although there is a ridge line that
serves as a buffer. The fairway itself is relatively smooth. It's a straight hole, but a short approach shot and even landing on the green moves the ball to the right so playing in is on the left or center of the green. There is a slightly hidden bunker on the left side of the green (you are forced to see it if you are a short club in
for your third hit). The green is two-tiered and slopes on the right. It's a brilliantly difficult but fair golf hole which for many players I suspect is a par secured as they can only make a putt. This is a hole where for visual purposes only I thought some bunkers should be added, not so much for the defense, but to have some
doubts in the mind of the player who is trying to play the hole conservatively. This is highlighted as one of the best holes on the golf course and I certainly agree. As said, if one wanted to criticize the island for similar holes, the following three would serve as their base. Holes 4-6 are relatively short dogleg left par 4's with
the sixth being the shortest. If anyone wants to criticize the island for this ness in the that's understandable, but this is what the country asked between the dunes. In my opinion, the holes have a good variety to look at them in and also vary in the green complexes. The fourth hole is a nice shorter dogleg par 4 with a
single bunker on the left in the fairway and two near the front to the right of the green. Perhaps this hole can use an additional bunker on the green, which is relatively thin and raised surrounded on the right by hills and on the left has a fall. It's a beautiful green complex. The fifth is a blind t-shirt shot on a very ruffled,
rolling fairway with swales of varying sizes. One never knows where the tee shot will end up given the hills and valleys in the fairway. The green is well defended with three bunkers for the green. Although similar in length to the fourth, it looks and plays very differently. You are actually abutting Corballis Links Golf Club as
you walk from the green to the sixth tee. The sixth is the second shortest par 4 on the golf course and it's nice to start with a raised t-shirt, the highest on the island. For those trying to drive the green there are two pesky pot bunkers on the right and a fairway bunker fronting the dunes on the left. The large dune on the left
blocks the view of the greenery. The green is oblique so a shot in it can be difficult to stay on the green, so the distance precision is higher on this hole. This is a sharper dogleg than the two holes that precede it. For a short par 4, this is a very good golf hole and one that I always struggle on because of the temptations.
While the seventh is technically still a dogleg left, it's only a slight twist and if the hole is much longer than the previous three holes, it doesn't seem to play like a dogleg. It's a wide fairway that narrows and then widens again fronting the green. The greenery is one of the best on the golf course. The green has a big fall on
the left and has bushy thorns on the right and back of the green which will likely lead to a dropped shot. The miss on the hole is to be short right where the ball will run away a bit, but one still has a chance of recovery. This hole has no bunkers on it and it's one that I would definitely add as many as six because six and
eight are meant to make easier holes up the front should be a very difficult hole on it and it really isn't. The shortest par 4 on the golf course is the next one. The tee box is located back inside of the vegetation on either side. There is a rise up the fairway before another very good green that is one of the more undulating
greens on the golf course. The other defense of the hole is the out of bounds right in front of a road. The green sits down in almost a punchbowl or dell. It is brilliant short par 4; one that you would expect to find at North Berwick West is the uniqueness and naturalness of the setting of the green. Maybe it's a little bit that
first par 3 comes late in the round, but the ninth has another good green complex and green itself, which slopes back forward and has four bunkers in front. Looking back on my first visit to The Island, I was really annoyed about missing seven and nine in particular because of the slow play on that day. For whatever
reason, it usually feels strange for me to finish a course on a par 3, (Pasatiempo comes to mind), but if one starts on the back nine results in a finishing hole being a par 3, it doesn't seem strange at all. The front nine is the scoring nine on the golf course as the bar is raised on the back nine due to added length and more
effort sometimes in the tee shot and sometimes with the second. Some very difficult holes await the back nine which is 250 feet longer, despite having two par 3s as opposed to just one at the front; this is due to the only par 5s being on the back nine. As mentioned, I've only ever started on the back nine on the island. It's
actually quite a thrill to start on such a compelling hole as the 10th. There are temptations on this hole, but a bad shot will usually result in losing a shot or more. It's a nice looking mid length par 5 that's a dogleg right. It looks like it should be a neasy par with a fair chance of a birdie. The look of the tee tempts one so
much to try to go as well as possible, even if there is no reason to do so. The two fairway bunkers on the left at the exit also want to force you to bagate the right side. If you take the green approach the fairway has a considerably large valley on the right. There is a large and deep bunker to the left of the green that is
there to catch the person trying to make the green in two. Another smaller pot bunker in on the left back closer to the green as well as a front and both are very much in play. Dips and swales are on the back and right of the green. There is a fair amount of vegetation on the right as you play up to the green as well as the
shot hit far too long will find the water behind the green. The hole has a very nice green, one of the smoothest on the golf course at the times I have played. Next is a mid-length par 4 playing a bit like a double dogleg, but ultimately it's a slight dogleg right where one has to try to stay left for a better shot on the green as



the right side of the fairway leaves a trickier shot. Another beautiful green awaits here, but one can't go too far right at the green or you'll find scattered shrubs and trees. The miss at the green is clearly on the left. For me, the next seven holes are the best stretch on the golf course and there is no rental. Although I have
yet to play the routing as I can only imagine the rush of adrenaline as the course builds and builds to the finish line. The twelfth is a dogleg left with a valley for an elevated greenery. Like the previous hole, the best line in Green is on the left, but it brings a hill into the game that usually leads to a chip back to the fairway or
a fair amount of courage to try to reach the green. There is a pond on the far left that is not allowed in the game. There are no bunkers on the hole and I go back and forth about whether it needs anything. Adding bunkers to this hole would increase the challenge, but it's already a fine hole, even though the green is flat. A
long par 3 follows that courage to take on the green with water on the right and eat into the tee shot a bit. There is a big dip for a grass bunker for the green that I don't find difficult when I saw others out playing. The dip is preceded by an increase for the green. The safe play is on the left, but saving par is unlikely due to
the green; At least no one in our groups has ever done that. This is one of two unique holes for me because it looks different to the eye than other holes that are built the same way; maybe the view of the boats is in the water, the lawn and croquet club and the city across the water. Next is one of the most unique golf
holes ever, the mid-length par 4 with probably the narrowest fairway one will ever play, especially as the bay awaits the entire right side of the fairway. I've read that it's only 15 feet wide and I've read it's only 28 feet wide. I think it varies a bit here and there, but overall including the light rough on either side I think there's
about 22 feet of width. A miss slightly to the left will probably kick the ball into the fairway. There is a bit of space between the end of the fairway and the water, but if the wind goes right left this should be one of the most daunting tee shots in all golf. On a windless day, this hole isn't as terrifying as I made birdie here. It's
a nice long slightly sloping green wait at the end, but again you can't miss it right and long is also not a good option because of the longer grass. There is a fall on the right side of the green for the entire length. The 15th is a longer par 5 and I hole that's my favorite on the golf course. From the tee to the greenery there is
so much going on in the grounds that it is a visual feast. The better play to the green is on the left yet three fairway bunkers are on the left. A dune ascent on the right side of the fair road creates additional problems. On the left there is a single bunker. This is a beautiful green site at the foot of the dunes. It's a big but flat
green. You are heading back into the dunes on this hole and away from the water. A friend of mine suggested that they should have moved a little earth here and put the green something in the dune, but I love the green as is. The sixteenth is a longer par 3 which is an extra club when it plays to an elevated green. It's a
tough par as the green is good good With two bunkers each for the green on either side and will probably catch every ball beaten weakly. These are some of the more difficult bunkers that are near the green. You land a lower hit shot short of the green and it will still go ahead. The second or third hardest tee shot awaits
on the 17th as it is narrow (but not nearly like the fourteenth) with water again on the right. Two fairway bunkers are on the right which are often more of a blessing to find them. The fairway slopes on the right almost all the way to the green. There is a large grass bunker over and smaller depressons. The hole still has a
very smooth and undulating green with a steep but not deep fall off into the back of the green. A long par 4 ends The Island. The tee shot is intimidating as the drive has to go through a valley with dunes on either side that seem to narrow the size of the fairway. The fairway rises slightly as you approach the large, deep
green which is fronted by two bunkers. You don't yank the tee shot to the right or it will find bigger vegetation, but the fairway is wide enough that it shouldn't happen. If The Island had some fairway bunkers on this hole and maybe another one at the back left of the green, this would be one of the finer finishing holes that
one would play every game. Peter Wood The whole site is dominated by glorious dunes, and the dunes come in all shapes and sizes! The golf course looks like it always was there - it's a very natural site with holes twisting their way through the dunes, touching the sea, and heading back to the dunes again. A round of
golf on the island is very affected by the weather, and as you would expect on a natural left course the wind is an important factor. It had a role in the formation of the dunes, and it will certainly play a role in determining how well you score! There are not many real links courses in the world where the quality of the dune
land is consistent through all 18 holes. Usually the quieter country affects on the quality of the general course. On the island there are only a few quieter holes in the back nine, but I thought each of these was quite lovely, overlooking the estuary, and the quality of the holes high. In fact, the variation of holes on the island
was a strength of the course. Some holes are set in huge dune amitheatres, others have blind tee shots, and greens in natural dells, yet others touch along or across the estuary. It's definitely a magical mystery tour the first time around, and had me wanting to plan my next game. If you're going to Ireland to play some
golf, The Island should be at the top of your list. Land in Dublin and you're on the doorstep of one of the world's most natural links courses. Peter Wood is the founder of The Travelling – click on the link to read his full review. Michael W Sweeney We had lunch at Portmarnock was closed for offside due to The R&amp;A
Amateur. On a great trip, the island was second from the bottom, but I would definitely play it again for sure. It was a tough day with the wind, and there are a few tricky spots/holes, so it has some flaws. That said, it's a beautiful location on the peninsula where you're in Dublin but still remote. David Costigan is just the
perfect Irish Pro. Sam Sullivan The Island - A course of huge dunes, more like what one would see in the southwest of the country. The layout is both testing and rewarding, it has holes moving to all points of the compass, this wind is a factor be it useful/hurtful/neutral depending on the hole. Hole 1 Hitting the clubhouse
between two massive dunes, the opening hole is daunting, the second by parachute to an elevated green is exciting - a tough opener. Hole 2 A soft downhill dogleg on the left is your first glimpse of the sea, the view is panoramic from this t-shirt, a back pin makes the hole very difficult. Hole 3 A line drive along the beach,
this is a soft hole for some stern stuff over the coming holes, which is unless the windswept Hole 4 The inverted twin of the 1st, an hourglass fairway, your tee shot should be had on the right, the terrain tracks the ball left to a well-placed pot, the green lays right to left - a brutal beauty. Hole 5 A blind t-shirt shot looks
more intimidating than it is, once over the hill the fairway is generous, the green is in a giant amphitheater of sand dunes, cool hole. Hole 6 A layup tee shot offers you a peek through two hills to a narrow green run away. Hole 7 A long hole that looks generous from the tee, but a back running down the fairway for the 2nd
shot makes it difficult for those who can't carry the ball. Hole 8 Eight is a nice short 4 with a forced layup at 200m/220y, the green is partly hidden by the dunes &amp; the green moves from left to right away. Perhaps the worst placed path I've ever seen runs along the front of the green. Hole 9A shortish par 3 with a
downhill kink in the middle of the green that you don't see from the t-shirt. Hole 10This long par 5 Challenges you to blur a shot along the edge of the course, bunkers guard the left, the green is protected by a deep cavity to the right Hole 11A drive over a crest reveals a kink to the right with a green that lays the other
way, A hard shot to visualize Hole 12E classic risk reward tee shot over 2 huge dunes, hard to work out the club/line first time around, the green is raised but is a semi punchbowl at the back Hole 13 The signature hole, a huge 200m/220y par 3 over a rocky beach, Malahide is on the - wave heaven! Hole 14 The
narrowest fairway I've even seen on a left at 15m, it's hard to concentrate here, as the view Hole 15 The longest par 5 on the course drops down into a valley, the approach is to a cauldron a green, the scale of these sand hills is incredible Hole 16 A long uphill par 3 to an elevated green takes a well hit shot only,
something else will be rejected to a waiting bunkers Hole 17 What a view and what a challenge from the tee, danger and bunkers on the right, dunes on the left, epic hole! Hole 18 This is a cheeky finisher, parallel to the first, you have a change a glory here, but keep your nose clean as the dunes wait. Can't wait to come
back here again, a special experience. Will Ellefson The island is a good course, and you know what you get. It's definitely no-nonsense, the pro shop reminded me of my local muni (that's a compliment I swear). I like to get somewhere and know it's all about golf. The huge dunes were fun to navigate, and the course
was super brisk and fast for the Amateur. There were plenty of fantastic golf holes there, but there were quite a few that weren't special to me. It's definitely somewhere I could see myself coming again, although I wouldn't put it at the top of my list. If you visit Dublin, the island is a fantastic real links which are worth the
visit. Visit.
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